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Beloved brothers and beloved sisters in our 

LORD JESUS CHRIST; to all of you in different 

countries and in different walks of life, I beg to 

greet you all from the bottom of my heart.  

May you all be overwhelmed with heavenly 

graces upon graces, blessings in all of your soul 

and body undertakings.  May the MOST HIGH 

LORD and  GOD  grant you HIS blessings and 

anointings day after day.  Amen. 

 

In this humble year of 2017’s first meditation, 

you and me, and our beloved families, may we 

focus and look deeply in the book of Genesis 

chapter 1 verses 1-31.    GOD  will bless all of us 
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when we will increase our love to HIM alone 

through our humble meditations of this above 

chapter.     GOD      GOD      GOD .  How great HE 

is??  How tender HE is??  How majestic Our 

Holy Father, Creator of Heaven and Earth HE is - 

Alpha and Omega. 

Beloved ones of  GOD , you and me, and our 

beloved families, we ought to obey, to fear, to 

love our  GOD  and our LORD so much day after 

day.  Kindly to all of you servants of  GOD  far 

and near, kindly think and rethink about the 

greatness of  GOD!  It is  GOD  Himself who told 

Moses that go and tell them (the Israelites) 

who had wanted to go and see the face of   

GOD  , to humble themselves and go and see 

and meditate on the works of  GOD  in creation 

that will give them the greatness of  GOD  e.g. 

look at the seas (Indian ocean, Atlantic ocean), 
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the rivers – River Mississippi, River Nile, Blue 

Nile, River Congo and many many different 

rivers in the world, full of different fishes of 

different sizes etc. Who made them all?  The 

different lakes in the world.  Think of how many 

trillions of billions of tons of water they are 

having.  The wonder works of our Holy  GOD .  

Think of where is the source of all this trillions 

of tons of water.  What minerals did  GOD  use 

to create the waters of the oceans and the 

lakes.  More than impossible to understand.  It 

is beyond our human understanding and 

imagination.  We are like St.  Augustine in his 

wondering about  GOD  and HIS Creation.  May  

HIS   holy   name  be blessed so highly in 

Heaven and here on Earth. 
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Beloved ones, people of   GOD  .  Think of how 

many billion tons of soil and stones, sand, wood 

and timber there are in the world, then think 

also of  how many trillion tons of minerals e.g. 

Zinc, Copper, Gold, Iron,  Aluminium etc there 

are in the world.  Then think of how many hills 

and flat lands there are in the world.  Then 

think of all the precious stones in the hills and 

mountains e.g. marble and diamonds.  Too 

think of how many different sizes of islands 

there are in the world citing the over 6000 

islands within the Philippines alone.   All the 

magnificent works of our   GOD  .  Glory and 

honour to HIM – in all the heavens and here on 

earth. 

GOD  .   GOD  .   GOD  . 

May all mankind fear HIM, love HIM, and 

serve HIM forever and ever. Amen. 
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Mankind we should humble ourselves before  

GOD  at all cost.  True and truly  GOD  blessed 

us mankind and  HE  created us all in HIS own 

image, we thank  HIM  so much so much, but 

may we ask ourselves very very humbly, deep 

in our hearts and with a lot of wisdom, as to 

what percentage we are to  GOD ??  Is it one 

percent over a billion times, or one percent 

over a trillion times?  No mankind will ever 

know this exclusive divine and so holy wisdom -

never.   

These are  GOD ’s wisdoms and majestics and 

hidden wisdoms only for  the 

   I AM WHOM I AM   Exodus 3:13-15 
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GOD THE FATHER , who ought to be blessed, to 

be glorified, to be called   ABBA FATHER ,  the 

Alpha and Omega. 

May we tremble.  May we put our knees down 

to praise HIM and give HIM  thanks:   

GOD THE FATHER     

GOD THE SON     

GOD THE HOLY SPIRIT.    

 Amen and Amen and Amen. 

 

Kindly may we deepen our meditations on what 

we see, and those we have never seen.  Kindly, 

all of you people of  GOD ,  think of how many 

stars are in the sky? What are their sizes?  And 

what are the minerals, so special, did  GOD  use 

to create them??  Let us all mankind humbly 
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humble our simple selves to meditate how 

great is  GOD  and  LORD. 

 

GOD  of Abraham. 

GOD  of Isaac. 

GOD  of Jacob. 

So magnificent. 

So mysterious beyond human conception 

and understanding. 

 

Beloved ones of  GOD , think of the sun so 

bright and so hot, and so big and so far away in 

unknown so many million kilometers from the 

earth.  No man will ever know these divine 

secrets about the sun, about the stars, about 
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the jupiters, the sister moon and many other 

planets as prescribed by St. Francis of Assisi.   

How great is  GOD .  You and me, from this day 

onwards until the end of time, we ought to say 

as Job did say in the book of Job chapter 42 

verse 1-6 which says:   

<< Then Job answered the Lord and said 

“I know that You can do all things and that no 

purpose of Yours can be hindered.  I have dealt 

with great things that I do not understand.  

Things too wonderful for me which I cannot 

know.  I had heard of you by word of mouth but 

now my eyes have seen you.  Therefore I 

disown what I have said and repent in dust and 

ashes.” >>   

If Job did this, who is written in the Bible, how 

about you and me?  That is why HE asked Job in 

the book of Job chapters 38, 39, 40, 41 and 42.  
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Kindly read and re-read again and again.  HE 

(GOD) asked Job, (today its you and me, the 

Jobs of today), and  HE  asks who is this that 

obscures divine plans with words of ignorance?  

He is meaning mankind, you and me.  Do you 

have an answer? 

You will see by yourselves the holy power of  

GOD , the holy wisdom of  GOD , the holy 

majesty of  GOD , the holy of the   I AM WHOM 

I AM  telling every mankind do not joke with  

ME.    I  AM GOD  your  GOD  who created you.  

Amen and Amen. 

 

Beloved ones, kindly read the book of Genesis 

chapter 1:1-31 and see the nature of our  GOD,   

Genesis chapter 1 verse 3 says, Then  GOD   

Said and kindly note and reflect on this ( GOD   

only SAID).  HE did not go to the factories or in 
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the laboratories to start making soil, stones, 

trees, stars, water, space, hills, and so on.  

Never.  HE our  GOD  only SAID and it was done.  

Amen.  Then Genesis chapter 1 verse 6 again   

GOD  said and it was done.  Amen.  Again read 

Genesis chapter 1 verse 11 onwards – then   

GOD  said … and it was done.   

Again people of  GOD  , Genesis chapter 1 verse 

14 it says Then  GOD  said …    GOD ’s holy 

nature is beyond human understanding.  Holy is 

HIS Name.  Fear HIM, love HIM, obey HIM, and 

serve HIM alone and alone.  HIS  nature is only 

to say and its done.  Then the Bible goes on to 

say in Genesis chapter 1 verse 20 and verse 24 

which says Then  GOD  said … and it was done, 

confirming the true divine nature of  GOD  in 

creation.   
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For  GOD  , HE only said, and by HIS saying, all 

was created.  Then kindly re-think comparing 

ourselves mankind and our incapacity and 

inability to HIS holiness and magnificent 

wisdom.  HIS are beyond and incomparable 

divine mysterious powers, beyond human 

understanding and meditations.     

GOD     GOD     GOD   is to be whole heartedly 

adored and venerated all day long in the whole 

life of each one of us, our home, people, our 

children and the children’s children until the 

end of time.  I humbly beg and beg everyone of 

you, beloved ones of  GOD , to deepen 

ourselves, on daily basis, in loving and serving 

our  GOD  and our LORD.  Amen and Amen. 

 

Beloved ones – my brothers and my sisters, 

read the book of Sirach chapter 1 verses 1-29.  
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It says all wisdom comes from  GOD , and with 

HIM it remains.  May we all go on our knees 

and beg  GOD  to give us wisdom of knowing 

HIM, loving HIM, and serving HIM 

wholeheartedly on daily basis.  Amen.  

Sirach chapter 1 verse 2 it is so divine.  It says … 

the sand of the seashore, the drops of rain, and 

the days of eternity – who can count them?  

Indeed who and where do you start and end?  

Sirach chapter 1 verse 12 says the fear of the 

LORD is the beginning of wisdom. 

 

Beloved ones of  GOD , servants of  GOD , seek 

the wisdom of  GOD  daily and you will be 

blessed so much.  So much.  Kindly read and re-

read the book of wisdom chapter 6 verses 22-

25, and the whole of chapter 7, and the whole 

of chapter 8, and chapter 9 verses 1-18.  This is 
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the prayer of King Solomon he prayed and   

GOD   blessed him with wisdom of wisdoms.  

Too, you and your family, and all of us, need 

this wisdom.  Beloved people of  GOD , my 

brothers and my sisters worldwide, the book of 

Sirach 14:20-27 says happy the man who 

meditates on wisdom and reflects on 

knowledge.  How wonderful is this?  Sirach 

15:1-20 how it says it is wonderful.  Sirach 16:1-

28 Divine wisdom in creation. Sirach 17:1-27 

how deep it is?    GOD , our holy  GOD , who 

created all of what we see, and what we have 

never seen, may HIS holy name be blessed 

upon being blessed.  How great is  GOD ?   

ABBA  FATHER , the Alpha and Omega – may 

HIS holy name be glorified in the heavens and 

on earth forever and ever.  Amen.  Amen. 

Amen. 
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From HIS holy heavens may HE, our LORD and 

our  GOD , shower on each of you, your people 

and family, the uncountable graces upon 

graces, wisdoms and understandings.  May HE 

give all of you much peace and joy in your day 

to day life.  As well may HE give to you all the  

double holy anointing HE gave to Elisha, and 

may HE add to each one of you, my beloved 

sisters and brothers, the many more years HE 

gave to King Hezekiahs. 

May HE, the MOST HIGH LORD and  GOD  , cure 

all of you as HE cured Naaman from his 

sicknesses.  May the  MOST HIGH LORD and   

GOD   do to you beloved ones, the miracles HE 

did for Elijah and the widow during the drought 

times in Israel.    GOD  commanded the ravens 

to bring meat and bread to Elijah, though 

ravens don’t bake bread or cook meat at all.  
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But because HE is  GOD  , all are HIS.  In HIS holy 

goodnesses may HE overfill you all, worldwide, 

with what is good from HIS holy heavens.  E.g. 

foodstuffs of all kinds, clothes, jobs, money, to 

keep you going in life, blessed by HIM, Our 

Maker. 

May all of HIS holy blessings – as HE said to 

Moses (for all of mankind until the end of time) 

in the book of Deuteronomy 28 verse 1-14 , be 

upon you, beloved ones of HIS.  May all of HIS 

holy blessings, as per the book of Numbers 

6:22-27, surround your homes and your 

children and your walks of life, in your different 

countries worldwide, forever and ever. Amen. 

May all of HIS holy divine blessings, as per the 

book of Leviticus 26:1-13, flow upon each one 

of you and your family members, in heavenly 

abundances.  May HE our LORD and   GOD   
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renew all of your lost courage and give you all 

new heavenly hopes, feelings and new go-

aheads, geared with GOD THE HOLY SPIRIT’S 

seven gifts.  Amen.   Amen.  Amen. 

 

Beloved ones, people of   GOD  ,  fear no more.    

GOD  loves you so much and HE cares.  As HE 

says it in the book of Joel 2:18-27 , and the 

Psalms creams all so well, so well, to all of us.  

Kindly read these Psalms, and re-read them on 

different times throughout the year and years 

ahead: 

Psalm 23,   Psalm 27, Psalm 108, 
Psalm 105,  Psalm 99, 

Psalm 96, Psalm 93,   Psalm 92, 
Psalm 111,   Psalm 112, Psalm 113,   Psalm 114,  

Psalm 115,   Psalm 116, Psalm 117, 
Psalm 118,    Psalm 119, 
Psalm 126, Psalm 127, 
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Psalm 124,  Psalm 123,   Psalm 134, 
Psalm 135,   Psalm 136,  Psalm 145, 

Psalm 146, Psalm 148, 
Psalm 149,  Psalm 150. 

 

Beloved ones of  GOD , people of  GOD , may 

the  MOST HIGH LORD and  GOD  be blessed in 

the Heavens and here on Earth, by all mankind, 

and all what is in this world, the wonder works 

of HIM.  May all of them bless HIS holy name 

forever and ever.  Amen. 

Forever and ever.  Amen. 

Forever and ever.  Amen. 
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